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Abstract
Recent progress in the development of a class of low dissipative high order (fourth-order or higher) filter schemes for
multiscale Navier–Stokes, and ideal and non-ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) systems is described. The four main
features of this class of schemes are: (a) multiresolution wavelet decomposition of the computed flow data as sensors for
adaptive numerical dissipative control, (b) multistep filter to accommodate efficient application of different numerical
dissipation models and different spatial high order base schemes, (c) a unique idea in solving the ideal conservative
MHD system (a non-strictly hyperbolic conservation law) without having to deal with an incomplete eigensystem set
while at the same time ensuring that correct shock speeds and locations are computed, and (d) minimization of the
divergence of the magnetic field ðr  BÞ numerical error. By design, the flow sensors, different choice of high order base
schemes and numerical dissipation models are stand-alone modules. A whole class of low dissipative high order schemes
can be derived at ease, making the resulting computer software very flexible with widely applicable. Performance of mul-
tiscale and multiphysics test cases are illustrated with many levels of grid refinement and comparison with commonly
used schemes in the literature.
 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: High order methods; High order filter methods; Multiresolution wavelet analysis of flow data; High-speed shock-turbulence
interactions; Richtmyer–Meshkov instability; Navier–Stokes/MHD; Unsteady flows
1. Introduction
One of the major stumbling blocks in multiscale shock/turbulence simulations is the lack of proper con-
trol of numerical dissipation in existing shock-capturing methods to minimize the smearing of turbulent
fluctuations while at the same time coping with strong shocks and steep gradients in a stable and efficient
manner. More importantly, existing algorithms and/or new algorithms under development rarely address
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these issues. Methods commonly used for shock/turbulence interactions relying on switching between spec-
tral or high order compact schemes and shock-capturing schemes are not practical for multiscale shock/tur-
bulence interactions. Frequent switching between these two types of schemes can create severe numerical
instability.
For the last decade, the authors and collaborators [53,54,35,41,38,36,55,43,40,56,57,59,61], focused on
developing schemes that primarily address overcoming the aforementioned stumbling blocks. Our highly
parallelizable class of high order filter schemes does not rely on switching between schemes to avoid the
related numerical instability. They have built-in flow sensors in the post processing filter step to control
the amount and types of numerical dissipation only where needed, leaving the rest of the flow region free
of numerical dissipation. Instead of solely relying on very high order high-resolution shock-capturing meth-
ods for accuracy, the filter schemes take advantage of the effectiveness of the nonlinear dissipation contained
in good shock-capturing schemes and standard linear filters (and/or high order linear dissipation) as stabi-
lizing mechanisms at locations where needed. The method consists of two steps, a full time step of spatially
high order non-dissipative (or very low dissipative) base scheme and an adaptive multistep filter consisting
of the products of wavelet based flow sensors and linear and nonlinear numerical dissipations to filter the
solution. The adaptive numerical dissipation control idea is very general and can be used in conjunction
with spectral, spectral element, finite element, discontinuous Galerkin, finite volume and finite difference
spatial base schemes. The type of shock-capturing scheme used as nonlinear dissipation is very general
and can be any dissipative portion of high resolution TVD, MUSCL, ENO, or WENO shock-capturing
method [52,17,33]. By design, the flow sensors, spatial base schemes and linear and nonlinear dissipation
models are stand alone modules. Therefore, a whole class of low dissipative high order schemes can be
derived at ease.
There are four subtle attributes of our high order filter approach over standard high order shock-captur-
ing schemes. First, the filter approach utilizes high order conservative discretizations as base schemes with
no involvement in flux limiters or Riemann solvers for each full time step discretization. Thus, no knowl-
edge of the eigenstructure of the system is required. For example, we can always solve the conservative
MHD system using our base scheme step even though it consists of an incomplete eigensystem set. After
the completion of a full time step of the base scheme step, a post-processing filter step is employed. Only
the filter step might involve the use of flux limiters and approximate Riemann solvers as stabilizing mech-
anisms to remove Gibb’s phenomena related spurious oscillation resulting from the base scheme step at
locations where needed. The flux limiters and approximate Riemann solvers, if needed, are not as crucial
as in standard shock-capturing schemes in the sense of ensuring correct shock speeds and shock locations
when one is dealing with e.g., the conservative MHD system containing an incomplete set of eigenvectors.
This advantage will become more apparent in the next section. Second, the physical viscosity, if present, is
automatically taken into consideration by the base scheme step. The amount of filter numerical dissipation
will be adjusted accordingly by the flow sensor in the presence of the physical viscosity. Third, the use of a
wavelet decomposition of the computed flow data to determine the types of and the location where numer-
ical dissipation is needed is different from most existing numerical schemes in which their numerical dissi-
pation is built into the discretization. In the presence of physical viscosity the more scales that are resolved
by the base scheme, the less the filter is utilized, thereby gaining accuracy and computational time. In the
limit when all scales are resolved, we are left with a ‘‘pure’’ non-dissipative centered (or very low dissipative)
high order spatial scheme. If instead the inviscid part of the equations had been discretized by a scheme
with an advanced numerical dissipation model, e.g., the TVD, ENO and WENO schemes, the expensive
computation of the numerical dissipation would have been made everywhere in the computational domain,
even when dominated by physical viscosity. Fourth, our sixth-order filter procedure in conjunction with the
classical fourth-order Runge–Kutta method, in general, requires slightly more CPU time per time step (20%)
than the standard second-order shock-capturing schemes. This is due to the fact that all of our filter
schemes require only one Riemann solve per time step per direction (independent of the time discretizations
of the base scheme step) as opposed to two Riemann solves per time step per direction by second-order
shock-capturing schemes using a second-order Runge–Kutta method. The following gives a general over-
view of the method with emphasis on our latest development and representative multiscale and multiphysics
numerical examples that have not appeared in referred journals.
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2. Efficient low dissipative high order finite difference solver
In this section, the scheme for the MHD system in uniform Cartesian grid is summarized. The scheme for
gas dynamics is the same except without the three extra magnetic field equations. The high order formulation
in generalized moving coordinates with freestream preservation is reported in Vinokur and Yee [49].
2.1. Solving the conservative system using the symmetrizable eigenvectors
Consider the 3D conservative and symmetrizable [14,32] (non-conservative) forms of the ideal compressible
MHD equations in Cartesian grids,
Ut þr  F ¼ 0 ðconservativeÞ; ð1Þ
Ut þr  F ¼ S ðsymmetrizableÞ; ð2Þ
U ¼
q
qu
e
B
0
BBB@
1
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t
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qu
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Here the velocity vector u ¼ ðu; v;wÞT, the magnetic field vector B ¼ ðBx;By ;BzÞT, q is the density, and e is the
total energy. The notation B2 ¼ B2x þ B2y þ B2z is used. The superscript ‘‘T’’ indicates the transpose of the sub-
ject row vector.
The pressure is related to the other variables by
p ¼ ðc 1Þ e 1
2
qðu2 þ v2 þ w2Þ  1
2
ðB2x þ B2y þ B2z Þ
 
:
The magnetic pressure is proportional to B2. For plasmas and monatomic gases, c ¼ 5=3. The vector on the
right hand side of (2) is the non-conservative portion of the symmetrizable MHD equations and is frequently
referred to in the literature as a source term vector.
The conservative and symmetrizable forms of the non-ideal compressible MHD [11] systems (viscous, resis-
tive and Hall MHD) are
Ut þr  F ¼ Fv;
Ut þr  F ¼ Fv þ S;
Fv ¼ 0 divs fv5 1r ðMBrdivBÞ  bhr ððr  BÞ  BÞ
 T
:
The fifth component of Fv is
fv5 ¼ divðuTsÞ þ divh 1r divððr  BÞ  BÞ  bhdivðððr  BÞ  BÞ  BÞ:
The vector Fv includes viscosity, resistivity, and Hall effect with s being the viscous stress tensor, r the con-
ductivity coefficient, bh the strength of the Hall effect and h the heat flux. The plasma b is
bp ¼ ðplasma pressure=magnetic pressureÞ.
Without loss of generality we will describe our numerical methods for the inviscid x-flux of the ideal MHD
(1) on a uniform grid. The schemes to be discussed, the most part, only spell out the x-component terms with
the y- and z-components omitted. Let A(U) denote the Jacobian oF =oU with the understanding that the pres-
ent F and S are the inviscid x-component of the 3D description above. We also write the non-conservative
term S in (2), in the x-direction as NðUÞUx.
An important ingredient in our high order filter method is the use of the dissipative portion of high-reso-
lution shock-capturing schemes as part of the nonlinear filters for accurate capturing discontinuities. If the
dissipative portion of higher order Lax–Friedrichs or Nessyahu–Tadmor [28] type of shock-capturing schemes
are not employed (see [52] for a discussion), these nonlinear filters usually involve the use of approximate Rie-
mann solvers.
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Seven of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are identical for the ‘‘conservative’’ Jacobian matrix A and the
‘‘symmetrizable’’ Jacobian matrix ðA NÞ [12]. For ease of reference, we refer to the distinct eigenvalue (eigen-
vector) between the conservative and symmetrizable MHD as the eighth eigenvalue (eigenvector). The eighth
eigenvector of A of the conservative system associated with the degenerate zero eigenvalue can sometimes
coincide with one of the other eigenvectors, thereby making it difficult to obtain a Roe-type approximate Rie-
mann solver for the multi-dimensional conservative MHD. On the other hand, the eigenvectors of the sym-
metrizable Jacobian A ¼ ðA NÞ always form a complete basis, and can be obtained from analytical
formulas [14,32] for 1D or higher. Here, a Roe-type average state developed in Gallice [12] for the multi-D
symmetrizable MHD is employed to solve both the conservative and symmetrizable systems (1) and (2). This
form is an improvement over the Brio and Wu [2] and Powell [32] forms. See the multistep filter section for
more discussion on the rationale of employing symmetrizable eigenvectors to solve the conservative system.
2.2. Description of high order filter methods
For non-ideal MHD, we apply the ideal MHD spatial base scheme twice for the viscous flux derivatives
(similarly for the resistive and Hall terms). There is no viscous filtering involved. Basically, the filter method
consists of two steps, a divergence-free preserving spatial base scheme step (not involving the use of approx-
imate Riemann solvers or flux limiters) and a multistep filter (usually involving the use of approximate Rie-
mann solvers and flux limiters). The high order spatial base scheme to approximate the flux derivative of the
ideal MHD is very general. Spectral, spectral element, finite element, discontinuous Galerkin, compact and
non-compact schemes are possible candidates. In order to have good shock-capturing capability and improved
nonlinear stability related to spurious high frequency oscillations, a multistep filter approach consisting of a
high order nonlinear filter and a high order linear filter was investigated in [55,57,61]. The nonlinear filter con-
sists of the product of an artificial compression method (ACM) indicator or wavelet (WAV) sensor [38] and
the nonlinear dissipative portion of a high-resolution shock-capturing scheme. The high order linear filter con-
sists of the product of another sensor and a spectral-like filter or a high order centered linear dissipative oper-
ator that is compatible with the order of the base scheme being used.
2.2.1. Divergence-free preserving base scheme step
The first step of the numerical method consists of a time step via a high order non-dissipative spatial and
high order temporal base scheme operator L*. After the completion of a full time step of the base scheme step,
the solution is denoted by U*
U  ¼ LðUnÞ; ð4Þ
where Un is the numerical solution vector at time level n. For strong shock interactions and/or steep gradient
flows, a small amount of high order linear dissipation can be added to the base scheme step to reduce the time
step constraint and stability. For example, an eighth-order linear dissipation with the sixth-order centered
non-compact and compact base schemes to approximate F ðUÞx (with the grid indices k and l for the y- and
z-directions suppressed) is written as
oF
ox
 D06F j þ dðDxÞ7ðDþDÞ4Uj; ð5Þ
oF
ox
 C06F j þ dðDxÞ7ðDþDÞ4Uj; ð6Þ
where D06 is the standard sixth-order accurate centered difference operator, and DþD is the standard second-
order accurate centered approximation of the second derivative. The small parameter d is a scaled value (e.g.,
spectral radius of AðUÞ) in the range of 0.00001–0.0005, depending on the flow problem, and has the sign
which gives dissipation in the forward time direction. The D06 operator is modified at boundaries in a stable
way by the so called summation-by-part (SBP) operators [30,29,55]. The linear numerical dissipation operator
DþD is modified at the boundaries to be semi-bounded [36]. This highly accurate spatial base scheme is em-
ployed to numerically preserve the divergence-free condition of the magnetic field (to the level of round-off
error) for uniform Cartesian grids with periodic boundary conditions. The symbol C06 in (6) denotes the
sixth-order centered compact operator. Comparison of the two base schemes are reported in [61].
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2.2.2. Multistep linear and nonlinear filters (suppression of high frequency oscillations and shock-capturing)
For generality of discussion, we denote the standard spectral filter, compact filter and non-compact high
order linear numerical dissipation as high order linear numerical dissipations (or linear filter). In contrast,
we denote the dissipative portion of any high resolution shock-capturing scheme as nonlinear numerical dis-
sipation since these dissipations are nonlinear even if one applies the scheme to a linear conservation law.
When nonlinear dissipations are applied in a filter approach (to be discussed), we denote the approach as non-
linear filters. Although nonlinear numerical dissipations can suppress spurious high frequency oscillations,
they might not be as effective as the standard high order linear dissipations (or linear filters). With the appro-
priate wavelet flow sensors, they can detect locations of spurious high frequency oscillations, locations of
shocks and high gradient regions, and locations of large vortices or vortex sheets separately. The appropriate
numerical dissipations are then applied to these locations with the remaining regions free of numerical dissi-
pation. See [38,55,57] for a discussion.
Blending of different types of numerical dissipations – single step linear and nonlinear filter: In the early stages
of our development, we proposed the blending of these two types of numerical dissipation into a single filter
step after a complete full time step of the base scheme step (or after each stage of the temporal discretization if
multistage temporal discretizations were employed), see [55,57] and references cited therein. Subsequent stud-
ies [57,61] showed that the blending of more than one type of filter in a single step might create numerical
instability due to the frequent switching of filters. For the MHD system, the single step blending of more than
one filter can interfere with the divergence-free preserving property as discussed above.
Multistep filters: If instead, we apply the linear filter and nonlinear filter in a separate step, numerical sta-
bility is greatly improved. Moreover, the interfering of the divergence-free property is minimized. Our recent
study indicates that a multistep filter, e.g., applying the nonlinear filter step after the high order linear filter
step in sequence (or vice versa) is more effective than the blending of different types of numerical dissipation
in a single step. Studies in Yee and Sjo¨green [61] indicated that if the compact base scheme (6) were used for
complex shock interactions, the multistep filter is needed (a linear compact filter step and a nonlinear filter
step).
The multistep filter or the single step filter can be applied (a) after each stage of a multistage temporal dis-
cretization (if such time discretization will be used), or (b) after the completion of each full time step of the
mulstistage time discretization. Both options were implemented and tested on a wide variety of gas dynamics
and MHD problems. Studies indicated that even if multistage Runge–Kutta methods are employed, there is
no advantage in employing the filter step ‘‘after each Runge–Kutta stage’’ over the application of the filter step
‘‘after a full time step’’ of the Runge–Kutta method. On the other hand, option (b) is extremely efficient since
only one Riemann solve per time step per dimension is required. The next section discusses filter option (b)
with filter option (a) similarly. In addition, the following only gives a description of the nonlinear filter step.
It is understood that if the high order linear filter step is employed, the procedure follows the same vein. See
[57] for the formula. Before the description of the adaptive nonlinear filter step, we would like to discuss our
procedure for solving the conservative system and the symmetrizable system.
Solving the conservative system using the symmetrizable eigenvectors
This class of filter schemes is suitable for solving both conservative and symmetrizable non-conservative
systems. In solving the symmetrizable system, the base scheme and the filter step are applied to the non-con-
servative system (2) with a complete set of eigenvectors. However, for strong shocks, to ensure the correct
shock strength and location, we prefer to solve the conservative MHD system. In solving the conservative sys-
tem, the base scheme step presents no problem. The question is how to overcome the incomplete set of eigen-
system issue if nonlinear filters involving Riemann solvers are required? In this case, as described in [40,57,56],
we use eigenvectors of the symmetrizable form but with the degenerate eigenvalue replaced by an entropy cor-
rection (a small parameter  that is scaled by the largest eigenvalue of AðUÞ) for the conservative form. For
more than one space dimension, a multi-dimensional entropy correction [52] is used for each of the degenerate
eigenvalues in each spatial direction. Our rationale for doing this is that both systems share the same eigen-
values and eigenvectors except one. The incorrect eigenvector for the conservative form will be multiplied by
an eigenvalue which is close to zero. Thus the effect of this ‘‘false’’ eigenvector will be small. (Note that in the
present context, the use of an entropy correction is different from the standard entropy correction associated
with expansion shocks in the Roe-type approximate solver in gas dynamics.) Another rationale is that solving
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the conservative system by the base scheme step has already ensured the correct shock speed and location of
the solution. In turn, the flow sensor is sensing the resulting solution with the correct locations where shock-
capturing dissipation is needed. The use of shock-capturing dissipation here is a post-processing step. It plays
a different role than if one solves the conservative system by its full shock-capturing scheme counterpart (using
the same false eigenvector).
2.2.3. Adaptive nonlinear filter step (discontinuities and high gradient capturings)
After the completion of a full time step of the divergence-free preserving base scheme step, the second step
is to adaptively filter the solution by the product of a ‘‘wavelet sensor’’ and the ‘‘nonlinear dissipative portion of
a high-resolution shock-capturing scheme’’ (involving the use of flux limiters). The final update step after, e.g.,
the nonlinear filter step can be written (with some grid indices suppressed for ease of illustration) as
Unþ1j;k;l ¼ U j;k;l 
Dt
Dx
Hfxjþ1=2  Hfxj1=2
h i
 Dt
Dy
Hfykþ1=2  Hfyk1=2
h i
 Dt
Dz
Hfzlþ1=2  Hfzl1=2
h i
: ð7Þ
Here, Hfxj1=2, H
fy
k1=2 and H
fz
l1=2 are the filter numerical fluxes in the x, y and z-directions, respectively. The x-
filter numerical flux vector Hfxjþ1=2 is
Hfxjþ1=2 ¼ Rjþ1=2Hjþ1=2;
where Rjþ1=2 is the matrix of right eigenvectors of the Jacobian of the non-conservative MHD flux vector
ðAjþ1=2  Njþ1=2Þ evaluated at the Gallice average state [12] in terms of the U* solution from the base scheme
step (4). The subscript in Rjþ1=2 indicates the average state evaluated in the x-direction of the eigenvectors in
terms of U*. See [12] or Appendix A of [57] for the average state formula for the 3D non-conservative system
(2). The Hjþ1=2 (involving the use of wavelet sensors and flux limiters) are also evaluated from the same average
state. The dimension-by-dimension procedure of applying the approximate Riemann solver is adopted.
Denote the elements of the vector Hjþ1=2 by hljþ1=2; l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8. The nonlinear portion of the filter
hljþ1=2; l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8, has the form
hljþ1=2 ¼
1
2
ðsN Þljþ1=2ð/ljþ1=2Þ: ð8Þ
Here ðsN Þljþ1=2 is the sensor to activate the higher order nonlinear numerical dissipation /ljþ1=2. For example,
ðsN Þljþ1=2 is designed to be zero or near zero in regions of smooth flow and near one in regions with disconti-
nuities. ðsN Þljþ1=2 varies from one grid point to another and is obtained from a wavelet analysis of the flow solu-
tion [38]. The wavelet sensor can be obtained from the characteristic variables for each wave or a single sensor
for all eight waves, based on pressure and density. Both methods were implemented but for the numerical tests
in this paper, the simpler non-characteristic sensor was employed.
The dissipative portion of the nonlinear filter /ljþ1=2 ¼ gljþ1=2  bljþ1=2 is the dissipative portion of a high
order high-resolution shock-capturing scheme for the local lth-characteristic wave. Here gljþ1=2 and b
l
jþ1=2
are numerical fluxes of the uniformly high order high-resolution scheme and a high order central scheme
for the lth characteristic, respectively. It is noted that bljþ1=2 might not be unique since there is more than
one way of obtaining /ljþ1=2.
For the numerical examples, three forms of nonlinear dissipation /ljþ1=2 were considered, namely:
 Dissipative portion of the fifth-order WENO scheme (WENO5) [59]. It can be obtained e.g., in the x-direc-
tion by taking the full WENO5 scheme in the x-direction and subtracting D06F j (or C06F j).
 Dissipative portion of the a second-order MUSCL scheme [53].
 Dissipative portion of the Harten-Yee TVD scheme [53,57].
The nonlinear filter given by (8), if applied to the entire MHD system, will not preserve the divergence free
magnetic field condition in general. For the computations in this paper and our previous work, the ‘‘No filter
on B’’ option is chosen. That is, the nonlinear filter step (8) only applies to the first five equations of (1) or (2).
Here, the complete set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the full symmetrizable MHD system is used to eval-
uate the first five equations of (1) or (2). With the divergence free spatial base scheme, the divergence free prop-
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erty should be preserved for uniform grids. Extensive grid convergence comparison of the ‘‘no filter on B’’ with
the ‘‘filter all of the MHD equations’’ (filter all) options were presented in [57]. Alternative approaches for
obtaining divergence-free preserving shock-capturing filters follow in a similar vein as the constrained trans-
port approach [8].
Note that if a high order linear filter step is employed prior to the nonlinear filter with the resulting solution
denoted by U** (right after the completion of a full time step of the base scheme step), it is understood that the
numerical fluxes above are evaluated at U** instead of U*.
2.2.4. Flow sensor by multiresolution wavelet analysis of the computed flow data
The basic idea in obtaining the different flow sensors (e.g., ðsNÞljþ1=2) by multiresolution wavelet analysis of
the computed flow data can be found in Sjo¨green and Yee [38] and Yee and Sjo¨green [55]. Two types of mul-
tiresolution wavelets were considered. The mathematical procedures to obtain this type of flow sensor are very
involved. However, the final algorithm is very simple. Interested readers are referred to the original papers for
details. The two papers [15,37] are sources of background material for [38].
Wavelets were originally developed for feature extraction in image processing and for data compression. It
is well known that the regularity of a function can be determined from its wavelet coefficients [4,24,19] far bet-
ter than from its Fourier coefficients. By computing wavelet coefficients (with a suitable set of wavelet basis
functions), we obtain very precise information about the regularity of the function in question. This informa-
tion is obtained just by analyzing a given grid function. No information about the particular problem which is
solved is used. Thus, wavelet detectors are general, problem independent, and rest on a solid mathematical
foundation.
As of the 1990s, wavelets have been a new class of basis functions that are finding use in analyzing and
interpreting turbulence data from experiments. They also are used for analyzing the structure of turbulence
from numerical data obtained from DNS or LES. See Farge [9] and Perrier et al. [31] for early work. There
are several ways to introduce wavelets. One standard way is through the continuous wavelet transform and
another is through multiresolution analysis, hereafter, referred to as wavelet based multiresolution analysis.
Mallet and collaborators [19–24] established important wavelet theory through multiresolution analysis.
See Refs. [47,46] for an introduction to the concept of multiresolution analysis. Wavelet based multiresolution
analysis has been used for grid adaptation [13], and to replace existing basis functions in constructing more
accurate finite element methods. Here, we utilize wavelet based multiresolution analysis to adaptively control
the amount of numerical dissipation.
Our wavelet flow sensor estimates the Lipschitz exponent of a grid function fj (e.g., the density and pres-
sure). The Lipschitz exponent at a point x is defined as the largest a satisfying
sup
h6¼0
jf ðxþ hÞ  f ðxÞj
ha
6 C; ð9Þ
and this gives information about the regularity of the function f, where small a means poor regularity. For a
C1 wavelet function w with compact support, a can be estimated from the wavelet coefficients, defined as
wm;j ¼ hf ;wm;ji ¼
Z
f ðxÞwm;jðxÞdx; ð10Þ
where
wm;j ¼ 2mw
x j
2m
 
ð11Þ
is the wavelet function wm;j on scale m located at the point j in space. This definition gives a so called redundant
wavelet, which gives (under a few technical assumptions on w) a non-orthogonal basis for L2. Theorem 9.2.2 in
[4] states that if w is C1 and has compact support, and if the wavelet coefficients maxjjwm;jj in a neighborhood
of j0 decay as 2
ma as the scale is refined, then the grid function fj has Lipschitz exponent a at j0. In practical
computations, we have a smallest scale determined by the grid size. We evaluate wm;j on this scale, m0, and a
few coarser scales, m0 þ 1;m0 þ 2, and estimate the Lipschitz exponent at the point j0 by a least square fit to
the line [38]
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max
j near j0
log2jwm;jj ¼ maþ c: ð12Þ
Proper selection of the wavelet w is very important for an accurate detection of the flow features. The result in
[24,23], which is used in [13], gives the condition that wðxÞ should be the kth-derivative of a smooth function
gðxÞ with the property
gðxÞ > 0;
Z
gðxÞdx ¼ 1; lim
x!1
gðkÞðxÞ ¼ 0: ð13Þ
Then the result is valid for 0 < a < k. A continuous function f(x) has a Lipschitz exponent a > 0. A bounded
discontinuity (shock) has a ¼ 0, and a Dirac function (local oscillation) has a ¼ 1. Large values of k can be
used in turbulent flow so that large vortices or vortex sheets can be detected. Although the theorem above does
not hold for a negative, a useful upper bound on a can be obtained from the wavelet coefficient estimate. The
Appendix summarizes the wavelet flow sensor algorithm based on the Lipschitz exponent of a chosen com-
puted flow vector(s). The remainder of this section gives a summary of the three basic steps described in
[38] for obtaining the wavelet flow sensors.
Step 1: Choose a wavelet type
 Redundant form of Harten’s multi-resolution form.
 2nd-order B-splines.
 Wavelets that can distinquish high frequency oscillations from turbulence.
Step 2: Choose flow variables to be sensed
 Density andessure.
 Characteristic variables.
 Primitive or entropy variables.
Step 3: Flow sensors
 Apply wavelets to the flow variables to be sensed.
 Obtain the corresponding wavelet coefficient (involves 2–4 levels of nested difference operators).
 Obtain Lipschitz exponents (least square fit of the wavelet coefficients in domain of dependence).
 Determine the cutoff Lipschitz exponent (or a smooth transition).
 Use cutoff Lipschitz exponents as ‘‘flow sensors’’ (filter with appropriate numerical dissipations).
For example, a Lipschitz exponent with a value near zero, 1, or wavelets with high order vanishing
moments indicate of the presence of a discontinuity, spurious local high frequency oscillations or large vorti-
ces/vortex sheets respectively. For example, the flow sensor ðsN Þljþ1=2 to turn on the shock-capturing dissipa-
tion using the cutoff procedure above is a vector (if applied dimension-by-dimension) consisting of ‘‘1’s’’ and
‘‘0’s’’.
2.2.5. Proof of concept and related software development for multiscale flows
During the last five years a highly parallel 3D Navier–Stokes/MHD computer code using the MPI
library was built and has been well tested and debugged. The code contains high order compact and
non-compact finite difference central base schemes with boundary modifications up to order 8. It also con-
tains a gradient-like ACM flow sensor and two multiresolution wavelet flow sensors. Three types of non-
linear filters and two types of high order linear filters (linear compact filters and non-compact linear
filters) have been implemented into the code and have been well tested. The code also contains standard
TVD, MUSCL, first and second-order Lax–Friedrichs, fifth-order WENO spatial schemes (WENO5) and
explicit Runge–Kutta method of order one up to order four for method comparison. The proof of concept
includes:
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 Numerical experiments on over three dozen representative test cases for inviscid and viscous 1D, 2D gas
dynamics problems as well as ideal and non-ideal MHD test cases. These test cases range from simple
1D shock tube problems to multiscale and multiphysics problems. The majority of the test cases are either
with exact, known converged solutions, or by 5–6 levels of grid refinement of known methods as reference
solutions. Stability and accuracy of our filter schemes were then assessed according to these findings.
 Comparison among the 2nd-, 4th-, 6th- and 8th-order central base schemes.
 Comparison among different filter approaches with standard TVD, MUSCL and WEBO5 schemes.
 Comparison among the multistep filters and single step filters.
 Comparison among 6th-order central spatial base schemes with two different SBP boundary operators with
the 6th-order compact spatial base scheme.
Studies show that our adaptive numerical dissipation control can accurately simulate a wide spectrum of
flow speeds, flow types and governing equation sets, namely, from nearly incompressible to high speed
shock/turbulence/combustion multiscale gas dynamics and MHD plasma flows. The filter scheme is more
accurate and efficient than the standard structured or unstructured method commonly used in gas dynamics
and plasma applications. In many instances, grid convergence was achieved by our high order filter schemes
but not by standard second-order shock-capturing methods using the same grid sequence.
Using the same grid, more accurate solutions were obtained with our sixth-order filter schemes than with
standard second-order shock capturing methods, which require similar CPU time, and a fifth-order weighted
ENO scheme WENO5 [17], which is nearly three times as expensive. Results have been published in refereed
journal articles and conference proceedings [53,54,35,41,38,55,42,58,40,56,57,59,43,61,44,63]. Interested read-
ers are referred to these references for accuracy and stability studies of basic test cases. All of the examples
shown below do not have exact solution or available experimental data. Unlike simple test cases, it is extre-
mely difficult to measure certain error norm of the considered multiscale test cases. Assessment of the com-
puted results are based on (a) many levels of grid refinement, (b) how well the fine scale feature of the flow
are being resolved under grid refinement, and (c) by comparing with commonly used methods using the same
grid sequence. It is in this spirit that the authors choose to compare among methods for the more difficult test
cases shown below.
3. Sample numerical results
In this section, a combustion gas dynamics model, a Richtmyer-Meshkov instability for both the Euler and
MHD systems, and three MHD numerical examples are selected to illustrate the performance of the scheme
[41,42,58,59,43,61,44,63]. They are selected to show the: (a) capability of the filter scheme in simulating mul-
tiscale and multiphysics flows; (b) comparing among three different nonlinear filters; and (c) comparing
between compact and non-compact base scheme; and (d) behavior of grid refinement on chaotic-like flows
and shock-mixing problems. For the MHD results, all figures shown solve the conservative MHD system.
In general, the computed results are slightly more accurate and stable than solving the symmetrizable system.
For comparison between conservative and symmetrizable systems, see [57] for details.
The wavelet filter schemes using the dissipative portion of WENO5, second-order MUSCL and Harten-Yee
TVD schemes with sixth-order spatial central base scheme (d ¼ 0 in (5)) for both the ideal and viscous non-
ideal MHD flux derivatives and a fourth-order Runge–Kutta method are denoted by WAV66weno5, WAV66-
mus and WAV66hy, respectively. The first number indicates the order of the base scheme for discretizing the
inviscid flux derivatives. The second number indicates the order of the scheme for discretizing the viscous flux
derivatives, if present. To adhere to the convention of previous work, even when dealing with inviscid flows,
the same notation is used. Viscous flows are indicated with a non-zero Reynolds number. As mentioned
before, there is no filtering for the viscous fluxes. If the coefficient d 6¼ 0 in the base scheme step (5) for approx-
imating the inviscid flux derivative, the symbol ‘‘AD8’’ is added as in WAV66weno5+AD8. Computation
using the same temporal and spatial scheme for the viscous MHD flux derivatives, and the standard fifth-order
WENO scheme (using fourth-order Runge–Kutta temporal discretization) for the inviscid flux derivatives is
denoted by WENO5. Computations using a second-order MUSCL and the Harten-Yee [57] TVD scheme
for the inviscid MHD flux with the second-order central scheme for the viscous flux and a second-order
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Runge–Kutta method are denoted by MUSCL and HY, respectively. Unless otherwise indicated, the notation
convention ‘‘WAV66’’ here refers to WAV66 (ACM66) with any of the three nonlinear filters discussed above.
Scheme ACM66 is the same as WAV66 except the ACM sensor is employed.
The entropy fix parameter  is 0.25 [16,52] for the Harten-Yee, MUSCL, WAV66mus and WAV66hy
schemes (to avoid expansion shocks and carbuncle phenomenon). The entropy value for the degenerate zero
eigenvalue of the conservative system is in the range of 107 to 1010. The cutoff wavelet Lipschitz exponent
b is 0.5 [38] for all the wavelet filter schemes. See [53,38,55] or Appendix B of [57] for the definition of  and
b. Except for WENO5, the van Leer version of the van Albada limiter is used. For the second-order
MUSCL scheme, the limiter is applied to the primitive variables. All methods employed the Roe’s approx-
imate Riemann solver for the gas dynamics cases and the Gallice approximate Riemann solver for the
MHD cases using our method of solving the conservative MHD system [57]. The following illustrates
the performance of the two base schemes (5) and (6), and the three different nonlinear filters solving the
conservative MHD.
3.1. A viscous combustion model with multi-chemical reactions
The first example is the same viscous reactive flow considered in [6,7]. It consists of a planar Mach 2
shock in air interacting with one and two circular zones of hydrogen bubbles. The governing equations
are the compressible Navier–Stokes equations with four species undergoing multi-chemical reactions. The
chemical reaction is modeled by a single-step reversible reaction using H2, O2, H2 O and N2. A Prandtl
number, Pr ¼ 0:72, Schmidt number Sc ¼ 0:22, and the perfect gas equation of state approximation are
used. The mixture specific heat at constant pressure was obtained from McBride et al. [25]. The Svehla
[48] species viscosity constants and the Wilke’s law model [51] for the mixture viscosity are used. The tem-
perature of the hydrogen and air in the undisturbed region ahead of the shock is set to 1000 C with a pres-
sure of 1 atm. and zero velocity. A Mach 2 shock is placed at xs ¼ 0:005. The gradient in pressure across the
shock in conjunction with the gradient in fluid density between the air and hydrogen produces a large
increase in vorticity as the shock passes through the hydrogen fuel. This can be seen in the earlier spectral
numerical simulation of Don and Quillen [6] and Don and Gottlieb [7] (see Fig. 1c). Their high order spec-
tral shock filter scheme is not able to suppress the spurious oscillations due to the spectral discretization.
This is a CPU intensive and very stiff viscous test case with no experimental data available. A variation
of a similar problem has been investigated by various computational researchers. With a few levels of grid
refinement, most numerical methods are able to capture the global features of the evolving bubbles but not
the fine scale structure inside the bubbles. The situation is compounded by the fact that as the grid is
refined, the interplay of different stiffness (e.g., viscous terms, combustion model and fine grid spacing
induce stiffness) impose an unreasonable time step constraint on the simulation. What is discussed and
shown below illustrates the high accuracy of the filter scheme comparing with TVD, MUSCL, WENO5,
and a very fine grid as the reference solution.
Extensive grid convergence studies using WAV66 and ACM66 were conducted in Sjo¨green and Yee [42] on
this viscous supersonic reactive flow. For this problem, more accurate solutions were obtained with WAV66
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the hydrogen mass fraction contours at time 60 ls. (a) WENO5, 500 · 250. (b) ACM66, 500 · 250. (c) Spectral with
filter, 513 · 257. (d) WAV66, 4000 · 2000.
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and ACM66 than with MUSCL and TVD, which is of similar CPU cost, WENO5, which is nearly three times
as expensive, and the spectral shock filter scheme, which is more expensive. Fig. 1 shows the comparison
among the three methods with a spectral shock filter scheme for a single zone of hydrogen bubbles. The solu-
tion by WAV66-RK4 using a 4000 · 2000 grid is used as the reference solution (Fig. 1d). Using the same grid,
WAV66 and ACM66 can resolve the fine scale structure inside the bubble better than MUSCL, TVD and
WENO5. The resolution of WAV66 using a 500 · 250 grid is similar to that of ACM66 (Fig. 1b).
3.2. Comparison among three nonlinear filters [59]
Comparison among the three nonlinear filters discussed previously using the non-compact 6th-order spatial
base scheme can be found in Yee and Sjogreen [59]. Here only the 2D compressible Orszag–Tang vortex prob-
lem [3] consisting of periodic boundary conditions and smooth initial data is considered
ðq; u; v;w; p;Bx;By ;BzÞ ¼ ð25=9; sin y; sin x; 0; 5=3; sin y; sin 2x; 0Þ:
The computational domain is 0 < x < 2p, 0 < y < 2p and the computation stops at time T ¼ 3:14 ( p), when
complicated structure and discontinuities have formed and interacted. The comparison among the three filter
schemes (no filter on B option), WENO5, MUSCL and Harten-Yee (HY) using six uniform 51 · 51,
101 · 101, 201 · 201, 401 · 401, 801 · 801 and 1601 · 1601 grids for ideal and non-ideal MHD were
conducted.
Grid convergence was obtained by all six methods (WENO5, MUSCL, HY, WAV66weno5, WAV66mus
and WAV66hy) using the 801 · 801 grid. Computations based on a 1601 · 1601 grid are used as the reference
solutions. For 51 · 51 through 401 · 401 grids, small structures are better captured by the three filter methods
than by WENO5, MUSCL or Harten-Yee (see e.g., 2 < x < 4, 0 < y < 1 of Fig. 2). In addition, for the invis-
cid case, the three filter methods are more stable than the other three methods in the sense that a larger CFL
number can be used. Fig. 2 shows the computations using a CFL of 0.6 and an 801 · 801 grid. WENO5 and
MUSCL show a slight small oscillation. These oscillations can be suppressed by applying the limiter to the
characteristic variables in the MUSCL scheme (figures not shown).
For the viscous case, the flow structure is less complicated than the inviscid case. All computations use a
CFL of 0:6. For coarse grids, again small structures are better captured by the three filter methods than by
WENO5, MUSCL or Harten-Yee. In other words, the three filter methods exhibit similar accuracy as the
three standard shock-capturings methods with a coarser grid. For both the inviscid and viscous computations,
all three filter methods using the ‘‘no filter on B’’ option are divergence-free preserving, whereas the ‘‘filter all’’
option as well as standard WENO5, MUSCL and HY without divergence cleaning are not divergence free.
Their r  B numerical error at T ¼ 3:14 increases as the grid is refined. See [57] for some illustrations.
Among the various test cases conducted in [59], MUSCL and Harten-Yee require similar CPU time. The
CPU time required by the three filter methods is within 15% of one another depending on the problem, grid
spacings and time steps. They require slightly more CPU time (20%) than the Harten-Yee and MUSCL
schemes. This is due to the fact that all filter schemes require only one Riemann solve per time step per direc-
tion (independent of the time discretizations of the base scheme step) as opposed to two Riemann solves per
time step per direction by the MUSCL and Harten-Yee schemes using a second-order Runge–Kutta method.
WENO5 requires at least twice the CPU time of all other methods since four Riemann solves per time step per
direction are required by WENO5-RK4.
3.3. Compact vs. non-compact base scheme comparison [61]
Numerical experiments on the performance of compact and non-compact sixth-order spatial base schemes
were conducted on the test cases studied in [57,44,63]. The results are reported in [61,44,63]. Only the Kelvin–
Helmholtz and the compressible version of the Orszag–Tang problems are summarized here. For the Kelvin–
Helmholtz problem, the computations stop at an evolution time T ¼ 0:5 when the solution is still smooth
enough that it can be solved by the base scheme alone in conjunction with a small amount of linear dissipation
in (5). For the compact base scheme (6) with d ¼ 0, a compact linear filter is needed. All methods considered
use uniform grid spacing.
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Computations by the sixth-order centered compact base scheme (6) with d ¼ 0 in conjunction with the com-
pact linear filter [10], denoted by COMP66+COMPfi using five grids 51 · 101, 101 · 201, 201 · 401, 401 · 801
and 801 · 1601 are compared. The accuracy using (6) with d ¼ 0:0005 and without COMPfi (i.e.,
COMP66+AD8) is similar. The same computations using the sixth-order central scheme (5) with
d ¼ 0:0005, denoted by CEN66+AD8, were conducted. As a reference solution, computations using the
eigth-order central scheme with the 10th-order linear dissipation and a dissipation coefficient of 0.0005 as
the base scheme, denoted by CEN88+AD10, for the same six grids were used. There is no visible difference
in accuracy between COMP66+COMPfi and CEN66+AD8. Similar accuracy was obtained using either (5)
or (6) as the base scheme in conjunction with any of the nonlinear filters discussed above. Fig. 3 shows a
comparison.
For the Orszag–Tang problem, after shock waves develop, the use of the base scheme alone is not sufficient
to obtain a stable solution. The computations stop at an evolution time T ¼ 3:14. The compact base scheme in
conjunction with the compact linear filter also becomes highly oscillatory. The left and middle columns of
Fig. 4 show the computations by, respectively, (a) a two-step filter, COMP66+COMPfi in conjunction with
the WENO5 filter (WENOfi) denoted by COMP66+COMPfi+WENOfi, and (b) a one-step filter,
COMPP66+WENOfi (compact base scheme in conjunction with the nonlinear filter only). The right column
of Fig. 4 shows the same computation using CEN66+WENOfi. The small spurious oscillations by
CEN66+WENOfi using the 101 · 101 grid can be suppressed by adding the AD8 term to the central base
scheme with d ¼ 0:0001. The change of the notation from WAV66weno5 to CEN66+WENOfi, e.g., is to dis-
tinguish the two spatial base schemes. As the grid is refined (201 · 201 or larger), these small spurious oscil-
lations vanished by CEN66+WENOfi alone without the aid of AD8. For finer grids (201 · 201 or larger), the
numerical solutions exhibit spurious oscillations by COMP66+WENOfi but not by CEN66+WENOfi (same
as WAV66weno5).
These spurious oscillations become more pronounced as the grid is refined. Unlike the central base scheme,
it appears that the compact base scheme with the nonlinear filter alone is not able to suppress the spurious
Fig. 2. Inviscid Orszag–Tang problem using a 801 · 801 grid. Density contours for ideal MHD at T ¼ 3:14. Top row: WENO5 (left),
MUSCL (middle), HY (right). Bottom row: WAV66weno5 (left), WAV66mus (middle), WAV66hy (right).
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oscillation completely as the grid is refined. It needs the combination of the compact linear filter and nonlinear
filter (or by adding AD8 as part of the compact base scheme step) in order to suppress the spurious oscilla-
tions. If we add d ¼ 0:0005 in (b) above as part of the base scheme step, there is no visible difference in accu-
racy among the three methods for grids 201 · 201 or larger. (i.e., comparing COMP66+COMPfi+WENOfi,
COMP66+AD8+WENOfi and CEN66+WENOfi). See [57] for the reference solution. The same comparison
was performed on other test cases studied in [57,44,63] with and without physical viscosity and resistivity, and
the same conclusion was arrived at as in the aforementioned two test cases. Our recent gas dynamics and
MHD studies (see also the next example) arrive at the same conclusion drawn in [53] on the behavior of com-
pact schemes for problems containing multiscale shock interaction for the gas dynamics case.
High order compact schemes are methods of choice for many incompressible and low speed turbulent/
acoustic flows due to their advantage of requiring very low number of grid points per wavelength. In the pres-
ence of multiscale shock interactions, however, this desired property of high order compact base schemes
seems to have diminished in both the gas dynamic and MHD test cases that we have studied (compared with
the same order of accuracy of non-compact central base schemes). Also the compact spatial base scheme
requires more CPU time per time step and it is less compatible with parallel computations than the central
spatial base scheme. Consequently, the compact spatial base scheme requires added CPU time in a parallel
computer framework.
3.4. Richtmyer–Meshkov instability (RMI) [44,63]
This study illustrates many aspects of the interplay between multiscale and multiphysics flows with numer-
ical simulations, e.g., the suppression of the RMI in the presence of a magnetic field, and the failure of grid
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Fig. 3. Density contours of the Kelvin–Helmholtz problem at T ¼ 0:5 using 101 · 201 (top) and 201 · 401 (bottom) grids by
COMP66+COMPfi (left) and CEN66+AD8 (middle) compared with reference solution by CEN88+AD10 (right) using 101 · 201 and
801 · 1601 grids.
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refinement for unsteady chaotic-like inviscid flows. RMI occurs when an incident shock accelerates an inter-
face between two fluids of different densities. This interfacial instability was theoretically predicted by Rich-
tmyer [34] and experimentally observed by Meshkov [26]. For the present study, the RMI problem
investigated by Samtaney [27] and Wheatley et al. [50] as indicated in Fig. 5 has been chosen. The mathemat-
ical models are the 2D Euler gas dynamics equations and the ideal MHD equations. The computational
domain is 2 < x < 6 and 0 < y < 1. A planar shock at x ¼ 0:2 is moving (left to right) toward the density
interface with an incline angle of h with the lower end initialized at x ¼ 0. The density ratio across the interface
Fig. 5. Problem definition.
Fig. 4. Density contours of the Orszag–Tang problem at T ¼ 3:14 using 101 · 101 (top) and 401 · 401 (bottom) grids by
COMP66+COMPfi+WENOfi (left), COMP66+WENOfi (middle) and CEN66+WENOfi (right).
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is denoted by g, and the nondimensional strength of the magnetic field b ¼ 2p0=B20, where the initial pressure in
the preshocked regions is p0 ¼ 1, and B0 is the initial magnetic field. The initial magnetic field is uniform in the
ðx; yÞ plane and perpendicular to the incident shock front. Numerical results shown below are for M ¼ 2,
h ¼ 45, g ¼ 3, b1 ¼ 0 (Euler gas dynamics) and b1 ¼ 0:5 (magnetic field present). The computation stops
at an evolution time t ¼ 3:33. For this set of parameters and all studied numerical schemes, instability occurs
near t ¼ 1:8 for the gas dynamics case but not for the MHD case for the entire time evolution. Our numerical
results exhibit behavior similar to the study of Samtaney.
Computations by COMP66+COMPfi+WENOfi using a 801 · 101 grid are shown in Fig. 6 (left) for the
inviscid gas dynamics (GD) and the ideal MHD equations. The same computation using CEN66+WENOfi
(WAV66weno5) is shown in Fig. 6 (right). For this low resolution grid, the accuracy between the two filter
methods is similar. See Fig. 7 for the grid refinement study below. Computations using COMP66+WENOfi
(i.e., without the linear compact filter step) or COMP66+COMPfii (i.e., without the nonlinear WENOfi filter
step) indicate spurious oscillations around shock regions. The numerical example arrives, again, at the same
conclusion drawn in [53,61] on the behavior of compact spatial schemes for problems containing multiscale
shock interaction.
Fig. 7 shows the inviscid gas dynamics comparison among a second-order MUSCL, CEN66+MUSfi
((WAV66mus): sixth-order filter using the dissipative portion of MUSCL as part of the nonlinear filter),
and CEN66+WENOfi and for four grids (801 · 101, 1601 · 201, 3201 · 401, 6401 · 801). Not shown is the
same computation using CEN66+HYfi (WAV66hy). For similar resolution, the standard shock-capturing
Fig. 6. RMI problem. Comparison between Euler gas dynamics and MHD for the sixth-order compact spatial base scheme (left) and the
sixth-order central (non-compact) spatial base scheme (right) using a (801 · 101) grid at t ¼ 3:33. MHD solutions shown are mirror images
of the original computations.
Fig. 7. RMI problem. Grid refinement study of the second-order MUSCL (left), CEN66+MUSfi (WAV66mus; middle) and
CEN66+WENOfi (WAV66weno5; right) at t ¼ 3:33 using (801 · 101), (1601 · 201), (3201 · 401) and (6401 · 801) grids.
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scheme MUSCL requires nearly three times finer grid size per spatial direction than CEN66+MUSfi,
CEN66+HYfi and CEN66+WENOfi. The eddy structures are different among the three filter methods and
they are very different from the Samtaney adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) simulation with an equivalent uni-
form grid of 16,384 · 2048.
The effect of high order linear dissipation added to the base scheme in conjunction with nonlinear filters for
the RMI is reported in [63]. Fig. 8 shows the effect of linear dissipation (AD8) added to the base scheme in
conjunction with two different filters CEN66+AD8+WENOfi (WAV66weno5+AD8) and CEN66+AD8+-
HYfi (WAV66hy+AD8) for four linear dissipation coefficients of AD8 (0, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002) in (5) using
a (6401 · 801) grid. The top sub-figures show the computations using only a nonlinear filter ðAD8 ¼ 0Þ.
The rest of the sub-figures are computations using three different non-zero AD8 coefficients. With such a fine
grid, the eddy structures are very different. Traditionally, when dealing with non-chaotic turbulent type flows,
grid refinement can serve as a measure of the accuracy and convergence property of the numerical methods.
However, due to the chaotic-like nature of the present Euler MRI, the small amount of high order linear dis-
sipation present on the spatial base scheme actually alters the type of governing equation that we are solving.
In effect, we are solving the Navier–Stokes equations with a linear viscosity term. This in conjunction with the
adaptive nonlinear filter (i.e., shock-capturing dissipations were employed at locations that are dictated by the
wavelet flow sensor), results in a complex interplay of different types and amount of numerical dissipation
which can alter the chaotic pattern of the flow. The study can serve as a good example of failure of grid refine-
ment for unsteady chaotic-like inviscid flow. As the grid is refined (in conjunction with different amounts and
types of numerical dissipations contained in each scheme), smaller and smaller eddies are formed which com-
bine to affect global flow through the energy cascade effect. Note that for the inviscid RMI, WAV66we-
no5+AD8 requires nearly twice the CPU time than that of WAV66hy and WAV66mus.
For Navier–Stokes computations with Reynolds numbers higher than 10,000, same failure of grid refine-
ment was encountered by all studied methods. In the presence of physical viscosity and for Reynolds number
below 10,000, grid refinement has been achieved by all studied methods. To achieve similar resolution,
MUSCL and WENO5 required more than double the grid points in each spatial direction than that of filter
schemes and yet the CPU time per grid point and time step with the same grid for most of the studied methods
is comparable. These results, including physical viscosity effects, are reported in [44,63]. Future work, includ-
Fig. 8. RMI problem. Effect of linear dissipation (AD8) and nonlinear filter by two different filters and AD8 coefficients of (0, 0.0005,
0.001, 0.002) using a (6401 · 801) grid.
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ing the bracketing of the bifurcation Reynolds number for the Navier–Stokes system where the Richtmyer–
Meshkov instability ceases to exist is planned (see Fig. 9).
3.5. Vortex pairing in time-developing mixing layer result [60,43]
The fourth numerical example reported in [60,43] is a viscous mixing layer problem. Fig. 9 shows the sche-
matic of the flow condition of the gas dynamics model studies in [53]. For the magnetized case, in addition to
the gas dynamics initial conditions (ICs) and boundary conditions (BCs) indicated in Fig. 9, the initial mag-
netic field is 0.1 in the x-direction and zero in the other two directions. The Reynolds number of Re = 1000,
the conductivity coefficient of 100 and the Prantdl number of 0.72 are used for this test case. A grid mildly
stretched in the y-direction and uniform in the x-direction is used. See Yee et al. [53] for the basic gas dynamic
flow set up and the performance of WAV66 and AMC66. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of WAV66 and
TVD22 (a second-order TVD scheme). Without the magnetic effect, the mixing and shock/shear patterns
are more complicated. With a shear initial magnetic profile, the mixing is greatly diminished. Our gas dynam-
ics and MHD comparison illustrates the possible taming of the turbulence effect by plasma injection. Although
WAV66 and TVD22 require the same CPU time, WAV66 only requires 1/4 of the grid points in each spatial
direction for the same numerical resolution as TVD22.
Fig. 11 shows the comparison of our ACM66 scheme with MUSCL for ideal MHD computations. ACM66
required at least 50% fewer grid points per direction with similar resolution as MUSCL and WENO5 (figures
not shown; see [60,43]). Comparison of ideal MHD with viscous resistive MHD for Re ¼ 103 with five different
conductivities r ¼ 106, 104, 103, 100 and 50 at time T ¼ 90 can be found in [43]. The ACM66 solution con-
verges for the viscous resistive model for r ¼ 106, 105, 103, 100 and 50 using grid sizes 1601 · 1601,
1601 · 1601, 801 · 801, 201 · 201 and 201 · 201, respectively. For ideal MHD, the fine scale structures are
quite well resolved using a 1601 · 1601 grid. However, grid convergence has not been obtained for this case.
Our studies indicated that lower accuracy by diffusive shock-capturing schemes such as MUSCL for the ideal
MHD is similar to that of the solution with added Re ¼ 1000 and r ¼ 103 by ACM66. See Figs. 6c and 7d in
[43]. The resolutios of WENO5 and Harten-Yee TVD schemes exhibit a similar diffusive pattern as MUSCL.
For the comparison of viscous resistive MHD for Re ¼ 108 with six conductivity coefficients r ¼ 106, 104,
103, 102, 50 and 10 at T ¼ 90, see [60,43]. The ACM66 solution converges for r ¼ 103, 100 and 50 using a grid
Fig. 9. Vortex pairing in time-developing mixing layer gas dynamics problem.
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of 1601 · 1601, 801 · 801 and 401 · 401, respectively. For the three higher r ¼ 106, 105, 103, the fine scale
structures are quite well resolved using a 1601 · 1601 grid. However, grid convergence has not been obtained
for these three r values on the very fine scale structures of the flow.
The study in [60,43] also gives some insights on the effect of the resistive and viscous terms compared with
ideal MHD. The most interesting result is that without adaptive numerical dissipation control, the commonly
used shock-capturing schemes such as MUSCL, TVD and WENO5 solving ideal MHD produce solutions as if
added physical dissipation were present.
With the Hall term included, for small Hall coefficient bh < 0:2 there is not much effect on the overall flow
structure over the pure resistive MHD with the same Re and plasma bp. As the Hall coefficient is increased
beyond 0.2, the problem becomes more stiff and the computation using our filter scheme is stable only with
grids that are smaller than 801 · 801. Although the more diffusive MUSCL and Harten-Yee are stable for
a denser grid, the resolution is similar to the coarser grid solution by the filter method. Fig. 12 shows three
computations with different Hall coefficient bh and conductivity coefficient r. With the studied flow parame-
ters, the Hall MHD flow patterns deviate slightly from the resistive MHD. For larger bh, all considered meth-
ods become unstable even with smaller Re and r value s.
Our preliminary study in [43] on two blunt body test cases shows the effect of the resistive and Hall coef-
ficients on the flow structures compared with ideal MHD. The result of the two blunt body problems indicate
Fig. 10. MHD vortex pairing in time-developing mixing layer problem: Comparison between second-order TVD scheme (TVD22) and
WAV66.
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plasma injection can alter the shock standoff distance and heating. The study also sheds some light on a sim-
plified model related to solar wind physics. Both test cases indicate that the Hall term with large Hall coeffi-
cient poses a challenge in numerical modeling and simulation. Additional investigation is planned to overcome
the numerical instability for large Hall coefficients.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the temperature contours of ACM66 (top row) with MUSCL (bottom row) at T ¼ 90 for ideal MHD using
201 · 201 and 801 · 801 grids. (a) ACM66, 201 · 201 (b) ACM66, 801 · 801 (c) MUSCL, 201 · 20. (d) MUSCL, 801 · 801.
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Fig. 12. Temperature contours of ACM66 for three bh for non-ideal MHD with Re ¼ 105 and conductivities r ¼ 103; 105 using a 801 · 801
grid at T ¼ 90. (a) r ¼ 103, bh ¼ 0:1, Re ¼ 105 (b) r ¼ 105, bh ¼ 0:2, Re ¼ 105 (c) r ¼ 105, bh ¼ 0:5, Re ¼ 105.
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4. Concluding remarks
The efficiency and flexibility of the present class of low dissipative high order filter schemes are summa-
rized with supporting numerical examples. The efficiency rests on the fact that even though the multistep
filter can be applied after each stage of the Runge–Kutta method or after a full time step of the Runge–
Kutta method, our numerical studies on many representative problems indicate that there is no difference
in accuracy or stability among the two filter procedures. The latter procedure is very efficient. The major
CPU time intensive part of the computation is the nonlinear filter. In fact, the latter filter procedure, in gen-
eral, requires slightly more CPU time per time step (20%) than the Harten-Yee and MUSCL schemes. This
is due to the fact that all filter schemes WAV66-RK4 and ACM66-RK4 require only one Riemann solve per
time step per direction (independent of the time discretizations of the base scheme step) as opposed to two
Riemann solves per time step per direction by the MUSCL and Harten-Yee schemes using a second-order
Runge–Kutta method. WENO5-RK4 requires at least twice the CPU time of all other methods since four
Riemann solves per time step per direction are required by WENO5-RK4. RK4 stands for the classical
fourth-order Runge–Kutta temporal discretization. Another gain in efficiency is that WAV66HYfi and
WAV66wenofi exhibit similar accuracy for all of the considered test cases. In other words, the dissipative
portion of second-order shock-capturing schemes as nonlinear filters is sufficient. Consequently, the compli-
cation of dealing with high order nonlinear filter with wider grid stencils and higher order numerical bound-
ary treatment can be avoided.
Additional efficiency and accuracy improvement over standard high order shock-capturing schemes based
on using the wavelet decomposition as a stand-alone module make the method and resulting software very
flexible. One of the key advantages of the wavelet flow sensor filter method for problems with physical dissi-
pation is that the more scales that are resolved, the less filter is utilized, thereby gaining accuracy and compu-
tation time. In the limit when all scales are resolved, we are left with a ‘‘pure’’ non-dissipative centered (or very
low dissipative) high order spatial scheme. If instead the inviscid part of the equations had been discretized by
a scheme with an advanced numerical dissipation model, e.g., the TVD, ENO and WENO schemes, the expen-
sive computation of the numerical dissipation would have been made everywhere in the computational
domain, even when dominated by physical dissipation.
From the numerical examples, the two filter methods WAV66 & ACM66 employed the same nonlinear
dissipation (e.g., the dissipative portion of TVD22, MUSCL or WENO5) and require similar CPU time,
and yet the filter methods are far more accurate than the commonly used high-resolution shock-capturing
methods. In most cases, in order to obtain a grid converged solution, standard second-order shock-captur-
ing schemes and WENO5 required at least twice as many grid points in each spatial direction as ACM66
and WAV66. In three space dimensions, this means saving almost a factor 16 in execution time, since the
grid can have 8 times fewer points, and the time step can be almost twice as large. Although no figure is
shown, studies show that for a second-order base scheme filter method, improved accuracy was also realized
in many multiscale shock/turbulence interactions. However, the improvement in accuracy is more pro-
nounced if one uses the fourth-order or sixth-order base scheme which costs only slightly more CPU time
(using the same second-order nonlinear filter). In fact, instead of nonlinear filtering, employing the flow sen-
sor inside standard shock-capturing methods (for the dissipative portion) also results in improved accuracy
(see [1]).
From our recent work, we believe that our numerical method and the accompanying research code have
reached the proof of concept stage for a wide spectrum of multiscale shock/turbulence flows in generalized
geometries. However, efficient and accurate numerical simulation of complex multiscale fluid and plasma
flows containing strong shocks and high shear turbulence mixings remains computationally very challenging
due to the wide range of temporal and spatial length scales. Capturing this type of interaction efficiently
requires novel algorithms, stable treatment of stiffness due to the wide range of temporal and spatial scales,
complex geometry handling, stable and accurate numerical treatment of physical and grid interface bound-
aries, local grid refinement, and effective use of software tools which allow the full benefit of the new algo-
rithms to be realized on terascale and petascale supercomputer architectures. The recent development of
our filter scheme is the first step to validate the advantage of the proposed schemes for multiscale gas dynam-
ics/MHD problems over standard high-order shock-capturing methods. Future work includes implicit
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temporal treatment and multiblock/embedded grid capabilities for the simulation of practical gas dynamics
and plasma physics.
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Appendix
For our numerical experiments, the wavelet coefficient wm;j is computed numerically by a recursive proce-
dure, which is a second-order B-spline wavelet or a modification of Harten’s multi-resolution scheme [38] to be
discussed shortly. We can express the algorithm as follows. Introduce the grid operators
Afj ¼
Xq
k¼p
dkfjþk;
Dfj ¼
Xq
k¼p
ckfjþk;
ð14Þ
and its mth level expanded versions
Amfj ¼
Xq
k¼p
dkfjþ2mk;
Dmfj ¼
Xq
k¼p
ckfjþ2mk;
ð15Þ
where the integers p and q and the coefficients dk and dk are related to the chosen wðxÞ and /ðxÞ, and can be
determined from them. Here, /ðxÞ is the so-called scaling function of the multiresolution wavelets.
The mth level of wavelet coefficients can be written as
wm;j ¼ hf ;wm;ji ¼ Dm1Am2Am3 . . .A0fj; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . : ð16Þ
Once the coefficients dk and dk are determined, the computation is a very standard application of grid oper-
ators. In practice, we only use m0 ¼ 3. To be able to compute up to the boundary, we use one sided versions of
the given operators. This seems to work well in practice, although it is not covered by the wavelet framework
described above.
Detectors from the B-spline wavelet basis function
Developing the best suited wavelets that can characterize all of the flow features might involve the switching
or blending of more than one mother wavelet wðxÞ and scaling function /ðxÞ, especially if one needs to dis-
tinguish turbulent fluctuations from shock/shear and/or spurious high frequency oscillations. The mother
wavelet function used in [13] and described in detail in [24] meets some of our requirements. It is obtained from
second order B-splines.
wðxÞ ¼
0 x > 1;
2ðx 1Þ2 1=2 < x < 1;
4xð1 xÞ þ 2x2 0 < x < 1=2;
4xð1þ xÞ  2x2 1=2 < x < 0;
2ðxþ 1Þ2 1 < x < 1=2;
0 x < 1:
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð17Þ
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For this wavelet (17), there exists a scaling function, given by
/ðxÞ ¼
0 x > 2;
1
2
ðx 2Þ2 1 < x < 2;
ðx 1=2Þ2 þ 3=4 0 < x < 1;
1
2
ðxþ 1Þ2 1 < x < 0;
0 x < 1:
8>>>><
>>>:
ð18Þ
The normalization is such that the integral of the scaling function above is equal to one. The functions above
are standard, and can be found in [4]. The scaling function differs by a shift from the scaling function used in
[13], but the important relations
/ðxÞ ¼ 1
4
/ð2xþ 1Þ þ 3
4
/ð2xÞ þ 3
4
/ð2x 1Þ þ 1
4
/ð2x 2Þ;
wðxÞ ¼ /ð2xþ 1Þ  /ð2xÞ;
ð19Þ
hold, and give the grid operators
Afj ¼ ðfj1 þ 3f j þ 3f jþ1 þ fjþ2Þ=8; j ¼ 2; . . . ;N  2;
Dfj ¼ ðfj1  fjÞ=2 j ¼ 2; . . . ;N :
ð20Þ
Note that this wavelet stencil is not symmetric. In general, the wavelet coefficients involve points from p2m01
to q2m01, giving a stencil of totally ðp þ qÞ2m01 þ 1 points.
Detectors from the redundant form of Harten multiresolution wavelet
For the redundant form of Harten multiresolution wavelet there is more than one choice for the interpo-
lation function. See Sjo¨green [37] for a discussion. The exact form of the method for the computations in this
article is
Afj ¼ ðfj1 þ fjþ1Þ=2; j ¼ 2; . . . ;N  1;
Dfj ¼ fj  Afj; j ¼ 2; . . . ;N  1:
ð21Þ
The above choice was made in order to have a simple and efficient method. The stencil is narrower than for the
B-spline formulas that were given previously. With the formula above we also get a symmetric stencil, which is
more natural if the other parts of the computation, such as difference approximations of PDEs are done by
symmetric formulas. Furthermore, symmetry makes periodic BCs somewhat easier to implement. Note that
the absence of symmetry for either the scaling function or the wavelet can lead to phase distortion. This
can be shown to be important in signal processing applications.
Multi-dimensional wavelets
The computation of multi-dimensional wavelets is quite expensive, especially in 3D. A simple minded effi-
cient way is to evaluate the wavelet coefficients dimension-by-dimension. This means that we get two set of
wavelet coefficients wxm;jðyÞ and wym;kðxÞ, where now (j,k) is the position and m is the scale. The precise definition
is
wxm;jðyÞ ¼
Z
f ðx; yÞwm;jðxÞdx;
wym;kðxÞ ¼
Z
f ðx; yÞwm;kðyÞdy:
ð22Þ
Thus, the dimension-by-dimension approach involved only terms evaluated as finite differences in the x-direc-
tion and terms which are evaluated in the y-direction. We then use the wxm;jðyÞ coefficients for the x-direction
computation, and the y-coefficients for the y-direction computation.
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Shock/shear wavelet sensor
For the numerical experiments presented in the next section the wavelet sensor is obtained by computing a
vector of the approximated Lipschitz exponent of a chosen vector function to be sensed with a suitable mul-
tiresolution non-orthogonal wavelet basis function. Here, ‘‘vectors or variables to be sensed’’ means the rep-
resented vectors or variables that are suitable for the extraction of the desired flow physics. The variables to be
sensed can be the density, the combination of density and pressure, the characteristic variables, the jumps in
the characteristic variables ~aljþ1=2, or the entropy variable vector W ([13,54]).
For example, if the characteristic variables are the chosen vector to be sensed by the wavelet approach, the
flow sensor Sljþ1=2 can be defined as
Sljþ1=2 ¼ sðaljþ1=2Þ; ð23Þ
where aljþ1=2 is the estimated Lipschitz exponent of the lth characteristic component with l ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, the four
characteristic waves. s(a) is a sensing function which decreases from sð0Þ ¼ 1 to sð1Þ ¼ 0 (for the aforemen-
tioned type of wavelets). Noted that the k index is omitted (for the 2D case) for simplicity.
If we instead base the exponent estimate on point centered quantities, we will use the sensor function
Sljþ1=2 ¼ maxðsðaljÞ; sðaljþ1ÞÞ: ð24Þ
If the exponent estimate is based on other quantities than the characteristic variables, (e.g., density and pres-
sure), we use the switch
Sjþ1=2 ¼ max
l
Sljþ1=2; ð25Þ
where the maximum is taken over all components of the waves used in the estimate. In this case, the switch is
the same for all characteristic fields. The function s(a) should be such that sð0Þ ¼ 1, and sð1Þ ¼ 0. Three op-
tions considered are
sðaÞ ¼ 1 a < a0
0 aP a0

sðaÞ ¼ 1
2
þ 1
p
arctanKða0  aÞ
sðaÞ ¼ maxf0;min½1; ða 1Þ=ða0  1Þ	g:
ð26Þ
Here, a0 is a cutoff exponent to be chosen. For the arctan function the values 0 and 1 are not attained, but we
take the constant K large enough so that the function is close to zero for a > 1, and close to one for a < 0. We
have tried values for K in the interval [200,500]. Alternatively, one can integrate the actual a value into the
sensor function instead of using the same amount of numerical dissipation at the cutoff exponent.
After some experimentation we have found that switching on the dissipation at the grid points where
a < 0:5 works well, i.e.,
sðaÞ ¼ 1 a < 0:5;
0 aP 0:5:

ð27Þ
In fact the method does not seem to be very sensitive to the exact value of cutoff a0, (for 0:4 6 a0 6 0:6) for all
the test cases considered. Furthermore, the same cut off value, 0.5, works well for all problems we have tried.
Experiments with smoothed step functions do not give very different results.
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